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even after restarting the tor browser, all of the "old" profiles still work. i'm pretty sure that the problem is the new version has a bug where it keeps using these old profiles even though it says that it can't find the latest version. okay, it seems that reinstalling the clean version did fix the problem. so i'm now running a clean 6.0.1 version. i did lose some settings and bookmarks, so it might be worth the wait to get those back.. i did find the https+++mega.nz folder. the reason i'm certain the package is corrupted is that once it crashes it will not run again. it's like working and then all of a sudden x starts acting up. that's how i knew
something was wrong. huh. just tested. if i leave the ssl-certs alone, the behaviour is the same (assuming the same ssl-certs are installed in both profiles), but if i move the ssl-certs into one profile, then in that profile the update must not have been complete. in that case, the malicious code seems to linger for a few months (here, up to may 2015). i guess that can be fixed by completely deleting .cache and .config from that profile? edit: for a description of the various profiles that can be set up in tor browser, see this documentation . ".config" is your "browser configuration" directory.cache" can be anything (the cache directory is the

only profile-specific one). ..i just checked, it happens when i have the 32 bit version of firefox in the new browser as well, i.e. i can reproduce it with the same configuration as on your workstation (i haven't yet tried a newer build). you could consider getting the 64 bit version, or asking the mozilla guys to send you a copy of the 64 bit version of firefox.
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I've been testing in both Firefox (Firefox 6.0) and Tor (Tor Browser Bundle version 6.0.2) and I've been consistently experiencing a couple of issues that might interest you. These are: the bug
on live tv'ing that I mentioned in my last blog post; The inability to add new items to tor-browser-bundle.xml (e.g. new rules for dns leak, new rules for the privacy screen); and some graphical
issues with new windows opening up. The graphical problems only occurred with Firefox, not with tor-browser-bundle or tbz-launcher. I am unable to modify the tor-browser-bundle.xml with
chrome just loads a blank page. I've attempted to use a firefox window and have same results. Tried it in two different virtual machines and same issue. I'm using the version 6.0.1 that tbz-

launcher provides. One of the problems I reported is that tor browser bundle will not allow me to add rules (for to add rules, you have to open the tor-browser-bundle.xml file) to it. I have
uninstalled tor browser bundle and reinstalled it (6.0.2) and there is no tor-browser-bundle.xml file. I've tried TBB many times (on a virtual machine) but it'll always click to me. It doesn't accept

my password and it always says "login failed". If I try the tor-launcher it has no probl;ems (sudo seems to work, but web browsers won't). When I tried the newer version (6.0.2) it worked
perfectly. In our quest to deploy a multi-platform Tor Browser, we started to work on deploying the TorBrowser for Windows OSes. All documentation, content and software were moved to Tor's

GitHub project. Our team has been working on the cross-platform support, and we are about to announce that Tor Browser 5.0.5 will be the first TorBrowser that will be a multi-platform
version. I recommend you to read more about how we work on the multi-platform support. In order to achieve that goal, we need to have a TorBrowser that works well on Linux systems and
OS X, as we are using Mac OS X and Ubuntu Linux for our development and deployment platform. However, we still have work to do to get the multi-platform support. We have developed a
number of bugfixes that are required for the multi-platform support, but we don't have proper multi-platform testing yet. These bugfixes are focused on making it possible to run Firefox in a

"--disable-browser-apps" mode, which is currently a very bad but needed hack. 5ec8ef588b
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